
September 20, 2020 The Problem with God WK3 Heb 3, Ps 19, Rom 1 & 8, Gen 1 

Sermon	Notes	
Hebrews	3:3–4	/	Psalm	19:1–2	/	Romans	1:19–20,	8:20–21	/	Genesis	1:1	

2	Questions:	
1. If I ask you a ___________________ question, will you give me a __________________ ________________ answer? 

2. If ____________________ were true, would you become a __________________________? 

Why	would	we	do	this?	

1. ______________ people do not trust the __________________ 

2. ______________ people do not __________________________ the ____________ and _________________________ terms 

3. God __________________ Himself in many ways ___________________ His __________________________ 

3	Arguments	to	Prove	God	Exists:	(2	scientiMic,	1	philosophical)		

____________________________ Argument: Whatever has a __________________________ has a _____________________ 

____________________________ Argument: Every complex _________________________ has a _______________________ 

____________________________ Law: Every _________________ law has a _______________ law _______________________ 

The	__________________________	Argument	goes	as	follows:	

1. Whatever has a ___________________________ has a _________________________________ - or ___________________ 

2. The ____________________________ has a ___________________________________ 

3. Therefore, the __________________________ has a ______________________________ 

Law of ________________________ = _________________________ and ______________________________ 

REMINDER: Truth is ________________________ not ___________________________________ 

Science	has	proven	God	exists	through	SURGE:	

S - The _______________________ law of _________________________________________ 

U - The ______________________ is expanding 

R - ___________________________ Afterglow - This afterglow is actually ________________ and ______________ left  

    over from the initial ________________ _______________________ explosion. 

G - Great _____________________ _____________________ 

E - ________________________________  
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DICSUSSION	GUIDE	

1. What is one thing that stood out to you this week? What is something that challenged or 
stretched you this week? 

2. What would you say to someone who asked why you personally believe God exists? 

3. Albert Einstein said, “Science without religion is lame; religion without science is blind.” What 
do you think he meant by that statement?  

4. What do you think might be some pitfalls for only having “blind faith”? How might having 
reason with faith make Christianity more appealing to non-believers?  

5. First, in your own words, what is the Cosmological Argument and why is it important in 
defending the Christian belief that God exists? Second, write out the logical form of the 
Cosmological Argument. 

6. How would you respond to this statement? Science has debunked Christianity’s claim that God 
created the universe and proven that God does not exist. How would you support your answer 
or what evidence would you give? 

7. Read the following Bible passages and explain how science supports the biblical claims. Genesis 
1:1–2, Psalms 33:66, John 1:3, 1 Corinthians 2:7, Colossians 1:16, 2 Timothy 1:9, Titus 1:2, 
Hebrews 11:3, Jude 1:25 

8. Write/recite the Classical Apologetic Method to help you and others to remember it.  

Prayer Requests: 
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